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SEATTLE  (AP)  - -  A 
woman shrieked as the 
camera zeroed in on a 
hunter hammering a baby 
seal's head and pools of 
blood, brilliant crimsor 
against the white arctic ice. 
Another woman sobbed, 
and still another yelled, 
Seal-huniler pleads 
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'Please think of me as a human being' 
against an international 
effort by environmental 
groups uch as Greenpeace 
and the International Fund 
The province has hired a the Canadian government's 
public relations firm which marine mammals program 
plans a series of news told the audience. 
conferences in major cities "It looks terrible," he 
,throughout the world, with a said. "It's a repulsive sight 
cost hat could reach t~0,000 to people not used to 
to $100,000, Larry Dwurkin, slaughtering animals, and 
the manager o f  the cam- most of us are not used to 
paign, said. 
"we kill them by striking 
a blow on the head as you 
have seen," Mac Mercer, 
He said "we feel marine whether the hunt is an 
economic necessity and 
whether it is done in a 
of Newfoundland employed 
by the. provincial Depart- 
ment of Education. Hunter 
mammals are a creature of 
a high level of intelligence" 
end should not be sacrificed 
or "nothin~ mere than the 
ury fur industry." 
Davies' conviction is a 
humane way that will en- 
sure the herd's continuation. 
said he spent one season on 
a seal-hunting boat so he for Animal Welfare to stop 
could. "articulate to my seal hunting. 
The environmentalists' people what it felt like if it 
was done right." 
to argue such issues as nu- 
clear power, oil tran- 
sportation on Puget Sound 
and whale hunting. 
As the film projector was 
silenced, a member of the 
audience jumped to his feet 
yelling, "That is bull 
--! I know. I do it. I make a 
They said New form. 
depiction of the annual harp side issue, argue govern- dlanders, who suffer from 
seal hunt as an inhumane slaul~,tering animals, meat spokesmen, saying the ~ employment, need the 
"Killers!" living at it." DIFFERENT VIEW and uuncessary slaughter "We do have a humane main debate should be over hunt to survive. 
The film, shown at the He is pert of the provin- has been unfair, say slaughter operation. Un- , 
beginning_ of a seminar on The self-professed seal ce's recently organized government represen- fortunately it does not lock 
Jacques Counteau's In. ( , s e a l  hunting, part of hunter wasJimWinter, 33. campaign to retaUnt~, t~tiv~s. " fseni°rpr°gramadvis°rf°r:-r ~ was deaigned for the It is n°t designed f°r Firemen s p o n s o r  v,voo, [the_ ier li d thehenefitoftelevls ion,  lt Halloween party day, was only five minutes Weathe of the animal being har- 
10ng, but the audience of vested." Y 
more tlum 200 demanded it I -.Mtlnly cloudy w i th |  KILLING STOPPED 
he turned off before it was | isolatod showers tsd-yand I Brian Davies, whose 
half through. Itwas one of the strongest | _suny ~Heds. Today's I International Fund group A Halloween party ~ to all ghosts, goblins mini 
| high 8 deMees, the low [ has flown television toherdisguinedl~es____~villbeheld-at6:~p~n.intlm 
throughoutem°ti°nal he°UtburstS[day-lon, Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Haze,tons, Stewart and the Nass Lteagiht abmt 3 dagrecs.J camaras to the site of t h e a n n u a l  hunt, did not rgue ~epertment.Li°ns Perk spons~'ed by the Therblll Voluntser Fire 
. series of debates, which ~VOLUME 71 NO. 12S Price: 20 cents MONDAY, OCTOiER 3~,wr~ with government statistics The party will _begin with the l ight i~  ~ a I~R 
drew thousands of persons % , ,, that the harp seal is not in bonfire- wi th  a fireworks display at 7:~0 p~m. 
danger of extinction. ~ me event. 
"s'~ t /~Ug~ ! Instead, he countered, . Fr~. :h.of.doc~., pop and candy will be served 
. : "even if there are enough uonated ny me.m me,~umts. 
seals to kill, I say don't kill 
, .them." evening 
expected 
Unknown goblins already 
have expecting police a busy 
Halloween tonight with the 
theft of 135 dozen eggs from 
Samlzon's Poultry Farm on 
Nertb Eby Road discovered 
earlier last weekend. 
Last night police took 
hack 18 dozen eggs from the 
pou l t ry  farm after in- 
ventigating complaints of 
kids tln.dwing eggs a at 
ears on Lanfenr Road Hill. 
The vandals eluded RCMP, 
and it is not known ff the 
incident was connected with 
the theft. 
Police will be patrolling in 
force tonight vith some 
members resceduled tolate 
shifts and auxiliary police 
auintlng the regualr force. 
In an otherwise quiet 
weekend, a 19-year-old man 
was taken into custody ~ftsr 
~d~mage was  caused to 
~ildekiee a t :  No~'thwest 
~- - ~ty .Co l legd  atll:40 
li,ni: ?ii ¢my: ........ 
Police say the man who 
pointed a .22 calibre pellet 
gun at an investigating 
officer, will be charged 
with wilful damage and 
pointing a fire ann. RC,lVlP 
~vereealled after the college 
d~adl~,g,,genethem saying a man 
berserk" .and was 
Ftight 
. .The halls of Kitl K'Shan primary school were alive with 
scary monsters, witches ann ghosts as well as as pretty 
ladies cute bunnies Friday when the younsters paraded 
through the school during thler Honoween celebratioins. 
The students converged on the gymnasloum after the 
parade for. a costume Judging for the Herlad 8pe~k Spec- 
mcmar oemg held today. WinnersforKIti K's 8bu are' 
James McKay for the spookiest costuem, Darren Hudson 
for the most original and Dtsnee Mlddletion for the most 
humourous. 
claims 
Gunmanreleases 
hostages, surrenders 
Metropolitan Toronto police 
chief, said none o f  the 
hostages were injured but 
two were taken to hospital-- 
a man was suffering from 
high blood ressure and a 
woman had an undisclosed 
i l lness. 
The gumnan fired about a 
dozen shots from a high- 
pov~.ered rif le during the 
incident, none directed at 
hostages or the hundreds of 
• ..police who surrounded the 
~iildintv ..rind ithe sub ,  ban 
• The man entered the bank 
in a shopping centre in the 
north end of the city after 
two men robbed a nearby 
drug store of $79. A second 
man was arrested as he left 
the ..rear of the_dr~g, store 
and me gunman on m a car 
through the parking lot to 
the trust company. 
Paul Arnold Virtanen, 23, 
of Toronto has been charged 
with two counts of robbery 
and one of conspiracy to 
commit robbery. 
v~ ~ Michael Edward Lasalle, 
30, a student at Ryerson 
Polytechnlcal Institute in 
Toronto and originally from 
Sydney, N.S., was charged 
with armed robbery of the 
drug store. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  A Police said the gunman leave, about 4:30 a.m. EST, 
gunman sur rendered  entered the branch in the carried the gunman's rifle. 
~shortly after 4:30 a~n• EST north end of Toronto at 3:20 Police had cleared the 
Sunday after releasing the p.m. ElYr Saturday after large shop_ ping centre and 
last of about two dozen driving from the scene of a sealed off the area after the 
hostages held since_ shortly drug-store robbery, l~rU~su~ s~orear.rived from the 
after 3 p.m. Saturday in a In telephone interviews 
~?ch  of the National Trust Saturday, the gunman AU~the~lrugstere, amen 
• demanded that police bring entered wi~ a sawed-off 
Harold Adamson, to him a second man 
Ten most powerful women honored 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  U.S• traditionally male-domi, work newscast," who also who"rallied support for her lifetime," Bazaar said. 
Representative Barbara hated areas." holds a five-year qontract long-stending drive to up- Governor Pay, a biologist 
Jordan,. Washington Post with ABC for a repor~d Sl gradementalhealth;"Bml-d who holds a PhD, was the, 
pub l i sher  Kather ine The other women named million a year; M~ry Weds Jean King, the first woman first woman member and 
Graham and Washington were: Lawrence, founder, chief athlete to earn more than the flrst woman chalrman of 
Gov. Dixy Lee Ray are Charlotte Curtis, "the executive officer and board $100,000 in a single season the .U.S. Atomic Energy 
among 10 women selected first woman to earn chairman Of Wells, Rich, and "almnst .single- Commission. And Bazaar 
by Bazaar magazine as the 'masthead status" at the Greene, Ine., "one of the handedly estab l i shec  cites Mrs. Graham because 
most powerful women in New York Times and (tennis) as a popular 
America. 
nation's top-ranking ad. the profits of her corn- 
currently editor of its op-ed vertising and marketing spectator sport." panies--which include 
page; Lady Bird Johnson, agencies;" Sarah Caidwell, "After only four years in Newsweek magazine, TV 
The magazine reports in "a spirited an~i tenacious conductor of the Opera the House of Represen- and radio stations along 
its November issue that the Company of Boston, who tatives, Barbara Jordan with The Post--"have more 
was cited for "a shrewd 
shotgun_ while a second man 
waRM in a car, police said• 
The man inside the store 
demanded money and drugs 
from a pharmacist. 
Sandie Muma, 26, a drug- 
store employee, said in an 
interview she was in the 
rear of the store and slippe~l 
out the back door to 
police• 
The man fled out the back 
door and wan arrested with 
charged in connection with 
the drng-store robbery, Mi- 
chael Edward Laealle. 
"I want Mr. Michael 
Lanalle delivered here . . .  
and I'm going to have a 
conversation with him and 
yot/'ll probably have a 
double xecution to write up 
tomorrow," the gunman 
told a reporter. 
THREATENS TO KILL 
In another interview be 
said: ."H it I~ps on going, E~Jl} ..!~ pq~,~oon. Polke 
"Itdmmn'fmalm a hell of er.almammecar. 
a lot of dilfarence to me 
now. I know I'm going to jail 
for a long, long time and It 
doesn't make much dif- 
ference." 
The gunman identified 
himself-to reporters as Paul 
Virtanen and said he had 
been a psychiatric patient at 
Smmybrouk Medical Centre 
in Toronto. 
Police said the man was 
hysterical when the incident 
began but gradually calmed 
during a series of telephone 
conversations. 
Police said he fired 13 
shots from his rifle, a 
cawed-off M-I carbine, but 
none was directed at 
• hostages or police. 
Coffee and hamburgers 
ware brought to the gunman 
and hostages at his request 
but police said they refused 
other demands. They did 
not elaborate. 
The gunman's parents 
were brought o the scene 
but did not speak to him, 
although e spoke twice to 
Lasalle on the telephone. 
HOSTAGES RELEASED 
Eady Sunday, the gun- 
man began releasing 
hostsg~ in groups• 
Harold Adamson, 
MetroPolitan Toronto police 
chief who was in charge of 
about 100 policemen at the 
scene, safdhe negotiated the 
release of the last six 
campaigner for dozens of 
10 women, were chosen envii'onmentel projects;" already commends more than tripled to over 
partly because they have ABC's Barbara Waiters, business sense that corn- national recognition than million,placing her empire hostages. 
"overcome formidable odds "the first woman to co- plements her artistic most of her ceUeagues can entoag the favored Fortune The trust company dogs and worked as 
(by) boldly invading anchor a prime-time net- genius;" Rosalynn Carter, look forward tb in a 500." manager who wss the bist to security guard• i 
Communism celebrat: , s 60t:h year in power... 
WAIT8 FOR HUSBAND 
At the shopping centre, 
Dianae Luciani was waiting 
outside the trust company 
for her husband, Dan, 51, 
director of forensic 
~piel~tr~ at a psychiatric 
Whitby, Ont. 
Mrs. Luciani said her 
elghtyenr-old son saw a man 
W u'lng a cowboy suit and. 
hat get out of a late.model, 
rust-colored car and walk 
slowly into the trust com- 
pany office carrying a rifle. 
The gunman let several 
out of the branch 
and then locked the door, 
Mrs. Lu~lani said, 
She said that without 
th ink~she moved her van 
gt~man's car to 
prevent him from. backing 
ont. 
She signalled to police, 
who surrounded the car  
while she and her children 
left the van and moved to 
safety• 
Police sharpshooters and 
members of the special 
taetical force set up 
positions around the trust 
ompany and the long wait 
811. 
When interviewed last 
August for an story about 
the growth o f  private 
security, guard firms, 
Ytrtenen ran a firm known 
as Centaur Guard DOgs, 
He said he trained guard 
record 
SAN FRANCISCO 
(Reutor) - -  A Pan 
American World Airways 
747 Jumbo jet carrying 150 
passengers landed here 
Sunday night after flying 
aroundtbe world in a reeord 
54 ham-s, seven minutes• 
The flight cut more than 
eight hours from_ previous 
record of 62 hours, 27 
minutes et by a Boeing 707 
e~o jc t  in 1965. 
e jet travelled more 
than 26,000 miles and 
ezossedthe North and South 
Poles during the journey. It 
took off from San Francisco 
mid flew via London, Cape 
Town and Auckland, New 
ze md. 
"T .~W'  (AP) - ~  Western diplomats with Petersburg--now one would want for the 
SovistUulon marks 60 years long Russian experience Leningrad--in 1917. set in necessities of life because 
of communism this week acknowledge there have motion the transformation the state would own, plan 
see~e in its status as a been genuine achievements of a mass o f  backward and manage the economy. 
sul~rlmwer but far from in recent years. But they. peasants into a world power The only area where cen- 
r~didng the dreams of the oftenremarkontheeontrast roughly equal in military trulized plan~ing seems to 
B01shsvIk revolution, between the reality of Soviet strength to the United work is arms production, 
life and the picture drawn States. ' and then it is at the expense 
by the official media. Despite--or perhaps because of--its military But the schism with China of consumer goods. 
might~ the U,S.S.R. lags "At home, living stan- continues, most regimes in While the Soviet system 
behind the West and even dards have improved East Europe remain sub- shields citizens from 
servienf to the Kremlin unemployment and in- 
flation, its performance has 
been less than brilliant when 
measured by official 
promises to become No. 1 
economically. 
With twice the land area 
of the U.S. and 20 per cent 
more people, the Soviet 
gross national product for 
1976 was $3,300 a person, not 
quite on the levelof Greece 
or Spain, while the U.S. 
figure was 17,936. 
The Soviet Union 
produces more oil, coal, 
steel and cement han the 
U.S. and is second only to 
South Africa in the produc- 
tion of gold• Yet little of this 
wealth filters down to the 
coasumar .  
NOT A SUCCESS 
In the current five-year 
plan, 31 ~ cent of all in- 
vestment has been allocated 
to 'agriculture, but the 
U.S.S.R. remains incapable 
of feeding its people without 
restoring to food imports. 
Mast Soviet citizens agree 
w~lth the state'c°ntr°lled 
newspapers that life is 
better than it was 60 years 
ago and even 10 years ago. 
But they expect conditions 
to keep improving. They 
want better I ving conditions 
and a greater supply cf con- 
sumer goods, and some 
analysts believe such dis- 
a 
satisfaction could lead to 
economic reforms at a 
future date, but the con- 
sarvaUve old guard in the 
Kremlin, whose average 
age is 66, can be expected to 
continue to oppose reforms, 
supported by a party and 
profeselonel bureaucracy 
that oppose change. 
...inspires post-game riot in Lithuania 
Lithuania has been the 
scene of several nationalist 
up~ since it was in- 
vaded by the Rnsslam in 
dune, lit0, notably in 1966 
after theHuNgarian revolt 
e~om for shout in i  "] 
Lithtm~A." 
MOSCOW "(AP) -- The sourcep said ears patrolled the streets of 
Thousands of Lithuanlans were overtu,'-ed, police Vilnius. 
shouted eat-Russian and cars set ahre, windows 
smashed, and Soviet nationalist slogans at a Mi l i t iamen,  Sov iet  
recent soccer match and propaganda banners tern security police and 
then went on a rampage down In the doting on the auxiliary policemen tried to 
through the streets of night of 0et. 1o. eontroltherioting, imtwhen 
Vilnlus, the capital of Soviet The next morning, the they made arrests, the 
Lithuania, diuident sources said, troops armed wit~ crowd surged in to free the 
said Sunday. automatic' weapons prisoners, they said. 
mine E.ast European 
cotmtfles m such critical 
areaS, as industry,. 
agriculture, science and 
tobhnolngy. 
In  many ways it is a 
developing country, lacking 
many =. of the facilities 
common to smaller in- 
dutrlal nations and anxious 
to obtain Western products 
and plants. 
slightly. Life is more open 
than it was. But you do not 
have the dynamic nation the 
revolution envisioned. Just 
" the opposite. It's immobile, 
frozen, resistant to any 
change," said one senior 
envoy. 
:" COUNTRYTRAN- 
SFORMED 
The mobs that stormed 
the Winter Palace in St. 
simply out of fear of open 
intervention, and the 
Communist parties in 
Western Europe are 
demonstrating increasingly 
that Moscow-style 
Marxism-Leninism is not 
for them. 
The revolution also held 
out the promise of a 
classless society in which no 
4 . . . . . . .  . ~ f M * * 4 Q . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  @O . . . . . .  $ ~ 4 . . . .  . Q * m . * * . ~ 
---roll 
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Boys blessed, 
girls cursed 
NEW DELHI (AP) - -  
Outside the delivery room of 
a Delhi hospital, the ex- 
pectant mother's family 
kept vigil, her husband 
amoking and playing cards 
with t~e menfolk, the 
women knitting and 
~ecalling their own de. 
9ivories. 
~. When the nurse arrived 
With the news, everyone f ll 
'~ilent. Faces dropped. Some 
~elatives consoled the new 
~ather, others cursed the 
~-nother. The newborn was a 
~irth r centuries in India, the 
of a son has been 
~deemed a gift of God. The 
~irth of a daughter was, at 
~est, a disappointment. 
~-This athtude persists, 
~speciaily in India's 
:~nmitive, tradition-luck .ed 
::~llages. Many Indian girm 
;:~ace hardships unknown to 
~Indian boys, in some cases 
~ven early death. 
~ Stories of female in- 
l[anticide are not uncommon 
m Indian villages. They are 
~dmnst never documented, 
Jn large part because 
authorities leave such 
Sensitive family matters 
idone. 
As young Indian women 
ome increasingly out- 
~poken about the 
~'epressions of traditional 
Hindu society, the problem 
Is being brought further into 
~e open. 
i 
"Straugling baby girls at 
irth or breast-feedidg them 
ter spreading opium on 
e mother's breast might 
be a thing of the past," says 
promilla Kaput, a 
Sociologist. "However what 
Was done "in a fairly crude 
(nanner is still often 
~chieved indirectly." 
! Ms. Kaput said it is not 
?ncommon for a female 
in~ant to be deprived of milk 
or i~nored if sh~. falls sick. 
The male chUd, on the 
other hand, gets the most 
nourishing food and 
preferential treatment from 
the mother. 
"Even in educated homes, 
the female infant gets less 
nourishing food," Ms. 
Kapur said. 
Dr. Ashok Mitra, a 
demographer at New 
DelhYs Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, said data from 
the 1971 census indicate 
infant female mortality in 
many re,ions is 30 to 60 per 
cent Ingher than the 
average rate of 120 to 130 per 
thousand live births. 
"Until 1951 it was evident 
that baby girls were 
criminally neglected from 
birth up to the age of five. 
Since 1951, the neglect 
seems to have extended up 
to the age of nine or 10." 
Several factors contribute 
to the lot of the Indian giri 
and many of them go back to 
ancient Hindu attitudes 
toward marriage, dowry 
and caste. 
Even today the majority. 
of marriages are arrangea 
by the bride's parents. If 
they fail to arrange a 
suitable match while their 
daughter is still young the 
parents face religio~ and ~ 
social disgrace. ~ 
On the bride's parents 
also falls the burden of 
dowry, the gifts of money, 
gold and jewelryprovided to 
the groom and his family as 
part of the marrmge 
agreement. 
If parents fail to give a 
substantial dowry they risk 
loss of status, an unsuitable 
match for their daughter 
and post-marital problems 
between the bride and her 
in-laws. 
Pretty fair star-gazers, but no 
good Chicken flappers and seagulls 
' EDMONTON (CP)  - -  Edmonton 
faESkimos have always had pretty 
ir star gazers but their chicken 
flappers and seagulls have only been 
average. 
Confused? 
Star gazers, chicken flappers and 
seagulls are just part of the 
evolution of the insiders' language 
used by coaches and players to 
identify positions in football--an 
evolution that has been a colorful 
adjunct of Canadian and American 
professional nd college football. 
For instance, many team~ 
designate strong-side and weakside 
defensive personnel, according to 
which side opposes the tight end. 
The story goes that a mother took 
strong objection to her son being 
called a week-side tackle and gave 
the boy's coach a tongue-lashing. 
• The coach promptly designated 
weak-side defenders as quick-side. 
Such terms ~/s quarterback and 
tackle are bland compared •with 
nomenclature from other areas (a 
noseguard in odd-man defensive 
lines opposes the centre) or other 
eras (the squirm half used to work 
back against he flow of play). 
PLAYED ALL OVER 
If you think Larry Highbaugh of 
the Eskimos is versatile (cor 
nerback on defence, wide receiver 
on offence, returner of kickoffs and 
p~nnunts), contemplate the venerable 
is Stukus. 
The year was 1936. Stuke was 
supposed to be a relief quarterback 
for Toronto Argonauts. However, n e 
started the first game as an outside 
wing, was at insiae wing and backup 
quarterback in the second game; 
played snap against Hamilton and in 
the final game he was a halfback 
.~nd kicker. 
Today' the outside wing is an end, 
the inszde wing is a guard and the 
snap is the centre. 
"The first time I played in Mon- 
treal I was introduced as a flying 
wing," recalls Edmonton coach 
Hugh Campbell. "I asked the guys, 
'what am Iplaying?"' 
Nowadays most teams in the 
Canadian Football League go with 
five offensive linemen-- centre, two 
guards and two tackles. On one side 
the~ have a tight end on the line of 
scnmmage and a flanker (formerly 
flying wing) out farther, one yard off 
tbe line. On the other side they have 
a slotback off the line and split end, 
out farther, on the line. The split end 
and flanker are also called wide 
receivers. 
DESIGNATIONS VARY 
The quarterback usually has two 
backs directly behind him, 
fullback and a running back. 
The running hack may be called a 
halfback or, if he's the last man in an 
I-formation, a tailback or I-back. 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers ubstitute a 
wingback for the alotback, playing 
him outside the tight eun. 
On defence most CFL clubs em- 
ploy two tackles, two ends, three 
llmbackers and five backs---a safety 
between two halfbacks and two 
cornerbacks. But the variations are 
endless. 
Winnipeg calls its safety a rover. 
• In United States colleges the rover 
was often named after the school or 
the team mascot and thus became 
known as The Monster, Tbe Wolf- 
man or Hawk. 
As for star gazers, chicken flap- 
pers and seagulls, Tom Parry, an 
Eskimo guest coach, used the terms 
at Central Washington State College. 
A chicken flapper stands by the 
bell during a kickoff with his hands 
in the air,keeping everybody onside 
behind the kicker. A star gazer uns 
hack kickoffs or punts and a seagull 
dives to block a kick. 
(, ~ • 
Education discrimination 
Quebec protestants: a silent minority 
~MONTREAL (CP)  - -  Catholic and Protestant 
and because nearly all 
francophones are Catholic, 
French Catholic school., 
have often been closed to 
non-Catho l i cs .  Thi~ 
arrangement has forced 
assimilation of entire 
French families into the 
English school system. 
• there are only five 
French Protestant schools 
in Montreal under the 
jurisdiction of the large, 
English-speaking Protes- 
tant school board of Greater 
Montreal. 
Gerard Gauthier is a 
Protestant who has to send 
While the Quebec govern- 
ment's language law has 
sparked antagonism from 
• (he province's vocal English 
~inority, another minority 
group feels it hasn't been 
heard from--the French 
Protestants. 
! Approximately 85,00C 
French Quebecers are 
Protestant, some of them 
descendants of the 
Huguenots, who fled from 
France because of religious 
persecution. 
i Since school boards in 
Quebec are divided along 
religious lines, Roman 
"Can you believe this? We've gotta go back all 
the way to .~965," 
his two oldest children to the 
Frenchlanguage de 
Roberval high school in the 
north-central part of 
Montreal. 
"It's about 10 or 11 miles 
each way," Gauthier said. 
"They have to leave about 
7:30 a.m. to get to school by 
9 a.m.--and they aren't the 
first ones on the bus." 
CHILDREN BUSSED 
About 140 children from 
the south-shore 
municipalit ies where 
Gauthier lives, across the 
St. Lawrence River from 
Montreal, board buses 
every morning to travel to 
French schools. 
The situation improved 
this fall, however, when four 
extra classrooms were 
completed to receive 
French Protestants at a 
south-shore Engl ish 
elementary school. 
The extra classrooms 
were the result of a meeting 
that Gauthier, president of 
the Federation of Parents' 
French School Association, 
had in March with 
Educat ion  M in is ter  
Jacques-Yvan Morin. 
Gauthier divides his time 
between editing the 
Christian magazine Credo, 
with a monthly circulation 
of about 1,-500 and acting as 
president of the federation. 
He finds himself caught in 
the middle by working with 
the Protestant school board, 
yet also belonging to the 
Fear of the unknown 
majority French population. 
For example, the federation 
opposes the Protestant 
school board's position 
against he recently passed 
language law which de- 
clares the province 
unilingually French. 
Gauthier said 
bilingualism does not truly 
existin Canada. "If you're a 
~rancophone living in 
Calgary, you have no free- 
dora of choice. 'It's ira- 
possible." 
e 
Who's afraid of molecular genetics 
moratorium .whfl.e they worked out 
methods to u~e it safely. 
DANGER ELIMINATED 
The danger of using E. cell was 
eliminated by using strains which 
cannot exist in the human body. 
In addition, grant-giving or 
ganizations in the United States and 
Canada have established guidelines 
which set out the conditions and 
equipment a scientist must have to 
do experiments. 
Dr. Ahmed said another element 
to the widespread fear is the belief 
that by adding genetic material to E. 
cell scientists are "making new 
forms of life ... doing something con- 
trary to the laws of nature." 
The geneticist said the possibility 
of using the technique to create 
organisms for bacteriologica 
warfare is a real danger but it 
should not prohibit scientists from 
using it for valuable practical ap- 
plications or pure research. 
This ".very powerful scientific 
tool" can be us~ to make possible 
inexpensive production of large 
quantities of hormones, he said. 
PRODUCES INSULIN 
Insulin, a hormone required by 
diabetics, has already bee[ 
produced by the method on a 
research level. With some further 
refinement and adjustment, i
should he possible to produce it on a 
large scale. 
The geneticist said the technique 
makes it possible for the first time to 
study the complex genetic activity in 
higher orgamsms at a molecular 
level. 
Previously only simple organisms 
such as bacteria and viruses could 
be studied to see how their genetic 
mechanisms worked. Highex 
organisms were studied by ob- 
serving the characteristics their 
genetic material produced. 
By putting portions of the DNA of 
higher organisms into E. cell and 
studying their activities, scientists 
should gather some medically useful 
information. 
"So many things that were 
mysterious before have become 
obvious." 
Dr. Ahmed said he would welcome 
controls imilar to the licensing of 
scientists who use radioactiw 
substances but he is opposed to strict 
legislative control. 
z"I~erc are enough controls within 
the scientific ommunity." 
EDMONTON (CP) - -An  Ed- 
monton geneticist ays public fear of 
an area of molecular genetics called 
recumbinant DNA work is greatly 
exaggerated. 
Dr. Asad Ahmed of University of 
Alberta said in an interview that the 
technique of introducin~ genetic 
material (DNA or dioxynbonucleic 
acid) from any organism into a spe- 
cies of bacteria called Escherchia 
cell (E. cell) could be hazardous but 
is controllable. 
"Much of the fuss that is going on 
is really to scare the public." 
The geneticist explained th( 
danger arises from the fact that E. 
cell exist in the human intestinal 
iract. 
Opponents of the technique say 
that if DNA that produced 
dangerous toxins or perhaps tumors 
were introduced into E. cell it might 
infect human beings and cause 
serious illnesses, perhaps even a 
plague. 
"Scientists like to try new ideas 
but at the same time they are aware 
of their responsibility," Ahmed said. 
He said after the new technique 
was devised in the early 1970s, 
researchers called a oneyem 
Victoria 
Report 
Cyril Shelford, MLA 
This week will likely go down in history nsthe week of 
decisions that will affect he lives of Candiaos more than 
an~ikwithin the last five years. 
e the decision by the Federal Govemm.ent ~.get out of 
Wage and Price Controls. whi'ch.have worg~ ..an. ana.ve .g.ept 
the lid on double digit inflauon, granma aze m, omer 
programs itwas not 100per cent f..~r but far be!tar than a 
inilltary dictatorship which normany !onown out o} co.n..t ~1 
inflation, but I think it Is sate to premct mat con:~Js wul.~ 
back in a more severe form after a roana og mg tntlauon 
and higher unemplo~m~ent following the de-central. 
There is little indication of real..res.pousibillty being 
shown by any of the three sectors, uig Manngment, Big 
Uniom, or Big uovernment. The increus~ j{ranted to 
government employees, both Feder.ast .ano erovinicl.al, 
have been far to large and have set me stage tor masszve 
increases incosts to the Wealth Creating Industries such as 
Forestry,, Mining and agriculture which rely on export 
markets. 
Many large companies are not acting responslblely either 
as many are still able to deduct the increases srom taxation. 
It's easy to grant increases when they are largely paid by 
someone lse. 
Many union leaders are not act" .rag in a rosonsib.le, manner 
partly because they are more interesten i  political ~ain 
than the best interests of their memucrs. Many people in 
Canada still don't recognize the real difference between 
they are more interested in political gain than the best 
interests of their members. Many people in Canada still 
don't recognize the real difference between Unions in 
Canada, Britain and Italy as compared to U.S.A., Germany 
and Sweden. In the first group of-countries the anions are 
political and dedicated to cha~ing the system,which is 
completely different from the objectives ofworking unions 
of the U.S.A., West Germany orSweden which accept he 
sustem and strive only to get the best deal they can for their 
memb~.rs. 
When looking at the ecooomy of the Natka u .a  wi~.cle the 
only increases justified, except in tim very low income 
groups, is a reallsitlc C.O.L.A. clause to maintain our 
present standard of living and keep ces~.do.wn .so tlm.t 
more of our unemployed can De emptoyed. TInS m me Gray 
answer if we are to prosper as a nation,to keep test of all 
kinds down, many cost are higher than to any of our 
coml~..titors, productivity is often lower due to obsolete 
machinery. 
• We need a stable work force and no work stoppages, 
wire wagesin line with our competitors to bring faith back 
in our ability to compete with other trading nations. We do 
have the ability and know how if we as a cnsitey put our 
shoulders to the wheel. 
Why should we want more when we now have close to the 
highest standards of living in the world? Inlfation hurst. 
everyone hut none so hard us those on pensions and 
fixed incomes. Have we as a society the right to 
allow their income to be eroded which is a simple form of 
legalized robbery of the older p~ple  that built the coutry 
and made our present high standards ofliving possible. 
If a thief followed you mto the bank and took two precent 
of you paycheque you would demand he be caught and 
punished by along term in jail, yet society as a whole 
allows Inflation which does exactly the same thing to ur 
people with very little protest and no demand for..jail 
Sentences. ~ We have allaflowed this to heppen,year fter. 
~eaf which is a disgraceful blot on society as a whole, 
especially the last five years. 
Widows face 
20 years alone 
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  Most couples marry 'qfll death do us 
part," but death has a way of being particularly cruel to 
women. 
The average age of widowhood for Canadian women is 56 
and their average life exp.ectancy is 76. An average widow 
faces 20 years of living alone. 
The statistics don't reveal how a woman who has lost her 
husband eals with loneliness, alienation, lack of money or 
b Tri~o lng up a family alone. 
help with these real and personal problems, the 
Widows Consultatio Centre was set up three years ago at the 
Winnipeg YWCA, funded in part by the Great-West Life 
Assurance Co. 
Elizabeth Bartsl is one of three "visiting widows" work- 
ing at the centre. She lost her husband 10 years ago and says 
her own loss makes it possible for her to relate to another 
widow. 
"This is something no one else can do," she said "Before I 
was widowed, I would not have known the range of her emo- 
tions.,, 
PROVIDES OUTLET 
Mrs. Ber tel said a visiting widow can provide an outlet for 
a woman hesitant to disclose her true feelings to friends and 
family members. 
The emotions she experienced after her husband's death 
were rage, uesperation and resentment. 
"I went around hating old veovle I resented that they 
were alive and that he was dead."' 
Women adjusting to life without their husbands have 
many problems to overcome. Mrs. Bartel said the first is 
often an identity crisis. 
"The y have lived through their husbands who were quite 
successful. Now they have no confidence. 
"I was married to a wellknown man whom I encouraged 
while I stayed home. I had no identity after he was one. 
"That's one of the classic mistakes of my ge~ngeration. '' 
Mrs. B~tol said widows also have to come to grips with 
MISS AFFECTION 
"The first time I went out with another man, I nearly 
died. It was frightful. I was so emotlonam,--holo-,.~ , 
Widows miss male companionship, b"u~t'lVlra"~'Bart'el has 
tittle use for the stereotype of the sex-starved widow, 
.:'.Yc.u.miss affection, warmth, touching, But it's a terrible 
cucne mat every widow is so desnerate i~at she'll take any- 
one. That's so chauvinistic it|ust'mak,,A- ~,-~f~ ~; . . . . .  
ow  Wido , Cousultation of wid- 
ese nusDanas were under 66 when they died from 
newspaper obituaries. It approahees them about two 
montls later. 
The two-month interval comes at an important time in a 
widow's life, said Mrs. Bartel. 
,, "All your friends have gone back to their lives and said: 
Two,, months are enough. Be strange. Be br,.,,.o~,,~" 
I used to beat my head against the wall from loneliness 
when.lgot o that stage." 
KAF¥ORT NEEDED 
froThma!.flr.st in erview is crucial. Good rapport is needed 
me ~eginning if the relationship is lobe of much 
comfort o a widow. 
"Once you have developed a good relationship, you can 
encourage her to reach out and find the resources to rebuild 
her life." 
I 
• ] In b  ef: r
Canada supports Israel 
Dave Barrett with party president 
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NDP blasts rest urces sell-out 
before flying to Athens Nov. 2. 
Speaking ~o reporters on arrival here, Jamieson said the 
operation of Spain's cod fleet off the Canadian coast, the 
supply of.eur[ched uranium for Spanish nuclear power 
plants aria questions related to the aircraft industry were. 
¢~t.ng economic issues to be discussed uring his Madrid ' 
FREDERICTON (CP) -  the New Brunswick of our natural resources." 
MADRID (Renter) -- External. Affairs Minister I)onald The national president of the government Saturday for Speaking at the NDP's 
J amteson said Sunday it is Canada's policy to supPOrt he New Democratic Party and being one of several annual provincial meeting 
strengthening of the state of Israel. ' the former NDP premier of governments eontinuin$ here, president Alvin Hewitt 
Jamieson, who arrived here Sunday from Tel Aviv for a British Columbia blasted "the nonsenaicd giveaway of Saskatchewan deplored a
four-day visit, said Canada backed United States efforts to recent agreement New 
achieve a lasting peace in the Mlddie East and he had ap. Former dip [omit Brunswick has signed with pe$1ed.to Isra~.il.eaders todo all in their POwer to secure it. the Potash Co. of America 
• Jam~eso. n will De received by King Juan Carlos and will (PCA) to develop a POtash 
nave ta~s with Pdme Min/ster A, olfo Suatez, Foreign getsp m'ine near Sussex' N'B' 
Minlster Mareelino O reja, Transport Minister Jose Llano ' In Saskatchewan, where 
ana t;ommerce and Tourism Miidster Juan Garcia Diez " ( the NDP is in power, the 
Food shortage persists 
SEATI'LE (AP) -- Global food shortage will be the No. 1 
~roblem plaguing environmentalists for years to come, 
raul R. Ehr]lch, a Standford University professor, said 
saturday. 
Ehrlleh, author of the book, The Population Bomb, told an 
environmental seminar that he food problem will "make or 
break the human, race within the next few decades," 
providing the nuclear war problem does not overtake it. 
"From the ecologist's point of view, the energy problem 
is one of much to much use, not too little supply," Ehrlich 
said. 
He also advised the audience, gathered for the aeminar, 
teget "thehome front involved and educated." 
He said even complex scientific issues are completely un- 
derstendable to the lay person. 
Ehrlich said people should onate I0 per cent of their t~ne 
to getting involved hi running society. 
"If you feel helpless, you will bo helpless unless you put in 
the time and gefscmething done." 
Floatplane sinks 
PARKSVILLE, B.C. (CP)-- An Airwest Airlines fleat- 
e, with four people aboard, flipped over and sank 
ay while landing at False Bay on Lasqueti Island in the 
Strait of Georgia. " 
RCMP hi this Vancouver Island community said all four 
L~,ople were rescued by the Western Ferries vessel Captain 
vancouver. 
Police said first reports indicate one of the plane's pon- 
toons ripped off as it was landing end that the plane turned 
over and sank. 
Norman Franks, an Airwest spokesman, said the pilot 
and c~pilot were flyingtwo passengers on a charter flight 
to the island, about 80 kilometres northwest of Vancouver. 
Juice goes up 
PENTICTON,: B.C. (CP) -- ian Greenwood, manager o[ 
Bdtish'Col0mblk TrecFrnlt~;'~i{d sat~day the ~rowereo: 
9perati~'~,ill~t/i~'~///ei~:pK~ ;bf d ~8~ou~ce can of apple 
~iee by as much as 10 cents. 
• He said consumers will pay about 95 cents for a can of 
apple juice marketed under the co-operative's Sun-Rype 
label. 
Greenwood attributed the increase to a poor apple crop 
and rising labor and production costs. This year's crop was 
20 tens short of last-year's yield. 
Phones out of order 
VICTORIA (CP) Progres- 
sive Conservative MP 
Donald Munro recaptured 
thenomination for the 
federal riding of E~uimalt- 
Saaulch Satt~iay night with 
762 votes to 644 for former 
.Victoria mayor Peter 
Pollen. 
The struggle for the nomi- 
nation was a study in con- 
trasting personalities and 
political styles, 
Pollen, a 49-year-old car 
dealer, earned a reputation 
during four stormy ears as 
mayor  of Victoria for 
flamboyancy and un- 
predictability. " , 
• Munro, 61, says he is a re. 
served and conservative 
type. He recaptured the 
F, squimaltsaanich seat for 
the Conservatives five years 
ago and won easily hi the 
July, !974 general election. 
A former diplomat hi the 
department of external 
affairs, be served in Paris, 
Avkara, Beirut, Lees and 
Panama. 
Munro said inhis  qj~ech 
to the nomination meting hi 
Vietoria's Memorial Arena 
that Canada is in a crisis on 
all fronts. 
COUNTRY IN CRISIS 
"The economy is falling, 
the national debt has 
~ keted, the bottom is out of the dol lar . . .  
our social and political 
meres are being eroded.. .  
is it any wonder we're in a 
crisis." 
lle said there are more 
divisions hi this couniry 
today than hi the lifetime of 
anyone at the meeting. 
Pollen said the national 
leadership of the Liberals 
has engaged hi self-delusion 
and Canada is "hi the midst 
of economic and POlitical 
crisis unequalled in our 
history." 
Pat Croft.n, the con- 
s t i tuency assoe ia t im 
president, said that the 
association's membership 
had grown hi the past two 
months to 2,400 from 350. 
It was this growth that 
prompted Munro to seek a 
postponment hi the 
nommating convention in 
early September. Most of 
the early growth was' signed 
up by thePollen camp when 
Munro was on holidl/ys. 
The convention was 
delayed by the constituency 
executive after a dispute 
over the exact cut-off for 
voting members. 
Pollen, who was defeated 
in 1975 when he sought he 
Social Credit nornination for 
LET YOI BLF 
GO D O ~  
Despite rapidly climbing 
equipment costs, wage levels and 
astronomical fuel prices• Canada's 
scheduled airline fares a~ still among 
the best buys in the coun]fy. Let's take 
a look at the facts. 
YOUR COST-OF-LIVIN~ 
THEN AND NOW. % 
Example 1948 1977 Increase 
Full Size 
Two-doorCar $I,70S.00 $5,152.00 201% 
Movie Ticket .65 3.75 476% 
One dozen eggs .53 ,79 49% 
Toronto-Vancouver 
Economy Fare 145,75 191.00 32% 
'SOURCES'. Toconto 1~1~ Jan, 1,1948; Jan. 29,1948; 
SOpL 21,1977. 
MO(~ Vohlde Data Book 1948.49, I~b~isher: Sanford Evans, Winnipeg. 
Femo~s Players Tlleat re4, Toronfo, Oct 5.1977, 
FOrd Mo(o¢ Co. Ud., Man~aclureCs Suggest~R~tail Prce List, 1977, 
THE COST OF FLYING: 
THEN AND NOW. 
P~neu. In ~m" h~m you know k's rlShL 
VANCOU~'ER (CP)--Local and long-distance t lephone 
service was affected here and in surrounding commtinities 
Sunday when steam heat from a local distribution system 
.damaged an 1,100-pair telephone cable, Keith Matthews, a
British Columbia Telephone Co. spokesman, said. 
Matthews aid backhoes and other equipment were ex- 
eavatingpart of a downtown street so company service 
crews could gain access to the cable. 
Telephone service was affected at two exchanges in the 
ci~, hi nearby/New Westminster and hi Westwood, Whniley 
and Mission m the Fraser Valley. 
Wheat to Lebanon 
LS in power, 
PCA pays between $10 and 
the provincial election, said $15 a ton to the ~overnment 
he had been approached to for POtash, Hewltt said. But 
seek the feder,il nomination here the government would 
for Esquimalt-Saanich two lose millions of dollars by 
years ago. His team as charging the PCA only $3 a 
mayor ended in 1975. ton. 
BEIRUT (AFP)  - -  Canada has signed a trade agreement 
with Lebanon and is supplying large quantities of wheat o 
that country, Andre Couvrette, new Canadian ambassador 
to Lebanon, told the weekly magasine Monday Morning. 
_ Couwette presented his credentials Saturday to Lebanese 
President Elias Sarkis. He said the Canadian Embassy, 
closed uring the two years of civil war, had been reopened. 
Ceawette said Canada has contributed $1.5 mill/on 
towards reconstruction f Beirut's harbor facilities. 
He said a representative of the Quebec government 
signed an agreementJast Thursday to provide 10 grants for 
Lebanese medical students in Queb~ universities and 
hospitals. 
He told the magazine that Canada had agreed to admit 
between 1,000 and 1,200 Lebanese immigrants each year 
during "normal periods." 
Dave Barrett, opposition 
leader in B.C. after being 
defeated in 1975, said 
Saskatchewan, where the 
government is buying out 
several potash companies, 
is an example New Brun- 
swick should follow. 
"It distresses me a great 
deal" to find the Maritimes 
in the "backwater" of 
economic and social ser- 
vices in Canada, Barrett 
said. 
He blasted the 
Progressive Conservative 
~. vernment of Premier chard Hatfield for its loss 
of more than $20 million in 
Bricklin Canada Ltd. while 
Liberals trying to buy 
victory in next elecl ion 
Trudeau party, whose 
poh.'tical friends have been 
m the public trough for so 
l°~at"'" is more, Clark said, 
the Liberals want to legalize 
anonymous pol i t ica l  
donations. 
"This is a cyncical at- 
tempt o bend and to corrupt 
a reasonably good election 
law and an election law that 
deserves a fair chance to 
succeed. Pierre Elliot 
Trudeau and his 
mard'pulators are getting 
• ready to buy the next 
federal election." 
OUTLINES POLICY 
C la rk  outlined the 
economic policies of a 
Conservative government 
and said a strong Canadian 
economy should have taken 
priority under the Liberals 
mstead of language legisla- 
tion. 
REGINA (CP) -- 
Pro@essive Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark said 
Saturday the Liberal gov- 
emment in Ottawa con- 
aiders itself above the law 
and is prepar~g to try to 
buy the next election. 
He told more than 600 
• delegates attending the 
Saskatchewan PC con- 
vention that the Trudeau 
government had "meddled" 
with amendments to the 
federal Elections Act, He 
also sPOke to reporters later 
at a brief news conference. 
Clark, who said he expects 
the next federal election to 
• be held in the spring, said 
the cabinet had tampered 
with the amendments 
established by an all-party 
committee and is trying to 
raise party spending_ limita 
by more than $1mlllion. 
"We all know which party 
that is intended to help--the 
He said Canada's problem 
is a lack of confidence in its 
own economy. An a result, 
investment money isgoing 
elsewhere and the dollar is 
losing value in international 
markets. 
Clark promised a "gross 
budget '~ from a Con- 
servative governmenL 
including a $5,000 tax credit 
for investment in Canadian 
small businesses, and long- 
term tax breaks for in- 
vestment inslow-growth re- 
glons. 
He got his greatest ap 
plause when he said every 
federal Crown corporation 
would he reviewed to ensure 
its job could not be done by 
the private sector. He also 
promised a review of all 
r~esulations to make sure the 
governing the business 
community are both fair 
and.necessary. 
Back in •1948, the pri(~e of a one- 
ray economy airline ticket, from 
bronto to Vancouver, was'.$145.75. 
Then you flew for an interminable 
eleven and a half hours, in a $750,000 
NorthStar. Today, you can fly in a 
Listed v,..,G,,,-,,-,,,.,,,, 
Here/ , , . , , , ,  
$45,000,000 747 and arrive in less 
than five hours. 
The price of today's economy 
ticket: $191 -an increase of.less than 
32% in 29 years. 
In ,1948, a Canadian earning an 
average wage in manufacturing would 
have worked 138 hours to earn 
enough money to buy a one-way 
economy ticket from Toronto'to 
Vancouver. In 1977 that same 
Canadian works only 29 hours to buy 
that same ticket. 
~ = ~ - - -  
AV?AGE AIRLINE FARES 
• Consumer Pricelndex (1961:100) / 
o,, Average AIrline Fare (1966=100) / 
f 
. /  
2OO 
175 
125 
100 ses 
1966 
f 
~ ~ .o 
~"  . . . '  
oeoe eoeo, eoee,, • eQ@' 
,90004 , J oe(  ,@OQo, 
not investing in ventures in 
mining. 
"I nearly coUapsed inhys- 
terics when I heard about 
the Bricklin plant going here 
in New Brunswick," Barrett 
told a fund-raising dinner 
attended by about 100 
people. "I never heard such 
a screwball idea as to 
develop an exotic sports car 
plant so they could sell them 
to people on welfare and 
unemployment." 
Barrett also criticized 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
and federal Progressive 
Conservative Leader Joe 
Clark, If Quebec Premier 
Rene Levesque hadn't been 
born, he said, Trudeau 
would have had to invent 
him. And he said Clark's 
regret was that Trudeau had 
found Levesque first. 
HIDES ISSUE 
l l e  said people's at- 
tentions are being diverted 
from the real issue of 
unemployment to the issues 
of language and minority 
rights. Both are major 
problems to be dealt with, 
,kS I~ 
1971 1976 
Barrett said, ~t  not sn 
emot iona l ly  charged 
nationalistic rhetoric. 
ALL-WEST GLASS - 638-1166 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD 
If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers P]e.4~se ~ 635-~: '~57, ,  
At a news conference 
later, he said he fears that 
unless the unemployment 
problem is eased, the 
potential exists "for great 
social um/est," especially 
among those taking the 
"escapist route" Leve~. ue 
is offering by concentrating 
on the language anii 
separation issue. 
Barrett said he challenges 
Levesque and the other 
~remiers to use the British 
orth America Act to make 
whatever changes they feel 
are necessary in their 
provinces. 
"There is absolutely no 
need for constitutional 
reform," he told.reporters. 
"There is complete 
provincial autonomy over 
resources, over education." 
All that is needed, "are the 
guts to get out" and make 
the changes. 
TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE 
presents 
"A ENIC & O£D LADE'" 
NOVEMBER 
3, 4, 9, 10, 11 and 12th 
at 
TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE 
KALUM ST. 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT McCOLL REAL 
ESTATE 
FOR INFORMATION PHONE 636-2048 
, Even on a shorter flight them is a 
marked difference. For example, in 
1948 the one-way economy fare, 
Calgary to Regina, was $29.50, the 
hours of work to buy the ticket, twenty- 
nine. Today, the fare is $61.00, and the 
hours of work to buy it would be ten. 
THE FUEL FACTS. 
Much of the increase in airline 
fares has occurred since 1973 when 
the OPEC nations demanded higher 
prices for fuel. Costs per gallon for 
Canada's airlines have gone up by an 
average of more than 400%. 
*J 
THE COST OF THINGS TO COME, 
It's inevitable that the cost of 
scheduled airline tickets Will continue 
to increase, in the same way that the 
price of houses, clothes and food will 
increase. However, Canada's scheduled 
airlines will do all that is possible to 
continue to provide the public with 
fair fares. 
CANADNS LF.ADING SCHEDULED AIRLINES 
Air Canada • CP Air • Eastern Provincial Airways • Nordair Ltd. ° Pacific Western Aid ines • Quebecair • Transair 
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:THE Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357.Tar race 
Subecrlptlon rates: Single Copy 
!20 cants. Monthly by carder 
iThron Dollars (13.00). 
:Yearly by mal l  In Canada 
i$,10.00. Senior Cltlzene $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized ae second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. coming  Events _ 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
hold every 2nd and 4th Thur. 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHESAWAYCLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skenna Health Unit..For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings let Wedneadayof each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room ot the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting . Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple). 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Halh 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
nnd. Bozzear on Sat. Oct. 29fh at 
phff ']erlt~ A~fforlum, 
CTF 
5keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 who are Interested please call 
635.3061 or 638.1269 (cft) 
The I.O.F. regular meatlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
Order of the Royal  Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(ctf-Nov.19) 
Terrace t~hess Club is looking 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635-5419 (cff) 
St. Mathew's Anglican Church 
Christmas Bazzar. Sat. Nov. 26. 
at 2 p.m. 
I 
The Terrace Art ASSociation 
wil l  be sponsoring a pre. 
Christmas sale of arts and 
crafts on Dec. 4, If there is 
sufficient Interest on the part of 
local artists and crafts people. 
Any group; Individual, or 
organization Interested Ir 
having a display or booth should 
phone 635.7562 or 635.4395 before 
Nov. 1, or write the Terrace Art 
Association, Box 82, Terrace. 
An open Invitation to attend a 
Celebrity Jewellry Party. 
Come and have coffee and see 
the Jowellery display. 
Wednesday November 2nd 0 
p.m. at the new Child 
Development Center, 2510 South 
Eby St. 
A percentage of the sales will 
be donated to the centre. 
Rummage and Garage Sale 
Knox United Church Hall 
Saturday, October 29, 1977 
10:00 a.m.. 3 p.m. 
All types of household items 
Including furniture and 
clothing. 
Sponsored by ' United Church 
Women 
Rebokah Lodge Tea and 
B lz l l r ,  Sat. Nov. S, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hi l l  Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Age Pensioners Tea and 
6azaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:30-4:30 
p;m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:00 p,m. (ctf Nov.) 
1. Coming Events 
FOR a most memorable 
evening In your life, plan on 
attending the third annual Big 
Band Dance. Dec. 3 at Skeena 
Junior High. (CTF) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you maklng your own life 
end your ~ildren's miserable? 
Do you constantly yell at your 
children, or hit them, or find It 
hard to control your angry 
feelings toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the Iovlng constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely con- 
fldentlal. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302 
Thornhlll Community Center 
committee will be holding a 
meeting Wed. Nov. 2 at 7:30 
p.m. Thornhlll Community 
Center . Anyone Interested 
please attend. (nc20,1,2) 
14. Business Personal  
3olden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
{obless. Phone 635.4835." 3238 
Kalum. (cff.) 
Ceramics by Pearl 
Work Shop. Call 635-3854 for 
further Information. 
(elf-feb 14.78) 
I 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeretlve Co,~traotlng an d 
household repairs. Phone 635 
5076 or 638-1231. (df) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Centradlng. 
Free Eslmates. Phone 635.5876 
or 638-1231. (ctf) 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUCIE 635.2188 
e 
Authorized" 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
,_ctf)_ 
PIANO TUNING 
CALL  635-4080 
RAYBYFIELD 
• for appointment 
(c~.14) - 
I 
Reflexology by Pearl, Call 635. 
3854. (~. "~ "'. F-7.1' 21,28) 
BOOK NOOK- 
We Buy and Sell 
Used Books 
3992B- aid Lakelse Rd. 
635-3081 
(ps-4) 
19. Help Wanted 
WANTED: After School Day 
careneeded for 6 year old In the 
Thornhlll school area. Own 
transportation helpful. Call 635. 
3642 after 6 p,m. (stf) 
TAXI  DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Iicence and police permll 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi • 635-2242 (ctf) 
HELP WANTED: Large 
National Company requires 
sales person for Terrace, 
Klflmat, Prince Rupert area. 
Usual company benefits. 
Experienced in Industrial sales 
preferred but not necessary. 
Please reply in writing to Mr. 
Roberts at 7786 Langcaster 
Crescent Prince George, B.C. 
Full resume preferred. (c15.4) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
Do you have horses? Milk 
Cows? We have excellent 
alphaffa in the barn at $1 bale. 
Phone 846.5691 or 846-5598. (c2. 
:4, c2.19, c2.4) 
For bale: 
Brother Electric typewriter. 
portable very good condition. 
Phone 638-1639. (C. 
9;10,11,12,13,14,15,16, 
17,18,19,20( 
For Sale: Concrete forms for 
sale or rent. 8x10" wooden 
beams, assorted lengths. Phone 
635.3745. (p10-20) 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25c, 50(: Mln. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satlsfeotlon or money refunded. 
Wm, W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(04-20) 
33. For  Sale - Misc. 
FOR SALE: Metal storage 
shed 10x21 10 months old. Like 
new condition. View at No.$1 
Timberland. Phone 635.6422 
(p5-1) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Yamaha 80 
Endure. Asking price $300. 
Excellent condition. Phone 635. 
2312 (c5.1) 
New hay for sale: R. Perry, 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad. 
dress: Box 99, Kitwanga. 
Phone 112-849-5404 (p- 
22,5,10,20,5,10,15,20) 
FOR SALE:" 1 camper top for a 
Mazda. Selling price $550 
Phone 638.8366 (c3-20) 
FOR SALE. Custom made S 
piece sectional couch. Excellent 
condition. Asking S375. Phone 
635.6606. (P2.20) 
WEINER Pigs for sale. Call 635- 
2603. (M & F) 
FOR SALE. 4 belted snow tires- 
G78x 14on rims, to fit GM cars. 
Phone 635-3136. (C4-2) 
FOR SALE: 2 scuba tanks. 
Good condition. Asking $160.00. 
Wet suit free with tanks. Phone 
635-3463. (P3-1 ) 
SUNDANCE 
FAMILY TRAMPOLINES 
Your No. 1 Investment In year 
round fun & fitness for the whole 
family. (Indoor preschool 
models are now avallable.) The 
Ideal Xmas glffl 
Sundance Trsmpollnes are 
~veatherproof, compact for 
storage, maintenance free & 
fully guaranteed. 
Phone or write Sundance 
right away for free brochures. 
S~JN DANCE TRAM POLIN ES: 
1358r-- SEYMOUR ST. 6S3-4333 
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6B 3P5 
FOR SALE: Boy's skates size 
12 and 11., Two snow tires H.78. 
15 like new, Hitch for small 
troller 3000 Ibs. $30.00. Phone 
635.3516 (p1-20) 
1966 International Power train 
has 304 motor 4.speed tran- 
smission, 2 speed transfer case 
power lock differentials. 
Asking $350.00 635-6880 (pl.20) 
44. Room & Board 
ROOM & BOARD: Available 
Phone 635-2604 after 4 p.m. (c5- 
~0) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt. 
with frldge and stove. $125.00 
per month. Westerhof Apt., 
Nelson Rd. Phone 635.6904. (c4- 
2) 
FOR RENT: Small 1 bedroom 
partially furnished cabin. 6 
miles from town. For more 
information phone 847.2752 or 
write to M. Farrell RR NO.1 
Smlthers, B.C. (p5-1) 
NEAR TOWN- Sleeping room 
for rent with own bathroom 
facilities. With private en- 
trance. Phone635.4013. View at 
2703 South Eby. (c5.4) 
47. Homes for Rent 
2 bedroom . house near 
Vocational School $175.00 per 
month. Phone 635.4453 (c5.4) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
Clinton Manor j 
JFurnlshed or unfurnished studloJ 
~or 1 bedroom apartments. I 
ISecurlty enterphone. Sauna. I
l 635.394f I 
l 638.1032 • 
I I  
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2.  4603 Scott. One, 
two and three bedroom part. 
moats. Laundry 8, Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean quiet, 
spacious, security lock-up and 
~atrol. 
635-5224 
Cff) 
.,L",DELODGE j
4450 Little Avenue I 
4eeplng rooms, housekeeplng| 
nlt~,, centrally located. Fully i
furnished. Reasonable rates by I 
day or week. Non.drinkers I 
only. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) J 
48. Su i tes  for  Rent 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite !13 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
carpot,rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security en 
terpohone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
(clf) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, V2 
biock from schools. 3 mlfi. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3S30 Kalum. (off) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for rent, 
some with basement and car. 
port, private entrance and 
patio. To view see full time 
caretaker at Apt. No.8 on Scott 
Ave east of Kalum or phone 635. 
4041. (eft) 
FOR RENT: Wanted, person to 
share costs in a 2 bedroom 
mobile home. Can be male or 
female. Call 638.8307 (c3.20) 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom house 
near down town and schools. 
Available this month end. 
$300.00 per month. Phone 635. 
3748. (C2-20) 
2 bedroom fully furnished 
trailer in Thornhlll no animals 
$175.00 per month. 3347 Kofoed 
Dr. 63S-2482. (P4-2) 
49 Homes for Sale 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
home. Full basementon 2acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
3%] (c-Sept. Oct) , 
FOR SALE 
3 bedroom home with com. 
pleted basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw fireplace 
)lus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halliwell or phone 638.3944 after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at 
$51,800. (ctf) 
L 
HOUR FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
house. Wall to wall carpet, full 
basement, gas heat, close to 
,school and town. Drive by 4921 
Park or phone for appointment 
635-7382. or 635-7594 (f.m.w 
lath)  
FOR SALE: A.Frame cottage 
with garage In Thornhlll, low 
taxes - owner leaving town. 
Must sell reasonable price. 
Phone 635-S361 (p2.1) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT: 3 
bedroom house or duplex for the 
first part of Dec. Phone 635-5132 
(c5-1) 
5.2 acres of land in Woodland 
Park Subdivldlon $14000.00 or 
Best Offer. Owner anxious to 
sell . Phone 638.1639 (C. 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18, 
19,20) 
57. Automobi les  
FOR SALE: 1974 Dodge 
Window Van V8 "318" P.S., 
P.B., Radio. Brand new radials 
and exhaust system. Only 
24,000 miles. Excellent ~"con- 
dltlon. Asking $4,300 O.~lO. 
Phone 635.7006 (p5-1) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford o/4 t o~Ax4 
with S' cab over camper.,J,000 
miles.Extra gas tank, 2 spares 
& tool box. Phone 636.1831. (C5- 
3) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford Ran- 
chero Squire Side moulding 
with vinyl roof..Tape deck, new 
radials. Excellent condition. 
Asking $3,100.00. Phone 635- 
3463. (P5-3) 
FOR SALE: . 1974 Dodge Van 6 
cyl st.andard P.S., one owner 
635.6986 (p3-20) 
FOR SALE: 1969,Vauxall Veva 
4.door Sedan $400. Phone 638- 
1232 (p3.2) 
FOR SALE: 1972 Chev Impala 
V8 Automatic P.S. & P.B. Open 
to offers. Will consider snow 
mobile as part payment. 635- 
3741 (p3.20,2,4) 
More than half of Japan's 
population of nearly 112 
million were born after 
World War I1. 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
o- -  
REPOSSESSIONS 
Two 1974 Mobile Homes for 
sale. One 12x56 two bedroom, 
one 12x08 three bedroom. Both 
located In local tretler courts. 
/~xlous to set h best offer before 
November 10, 1977, will be 
considered. Contact Gerry 
Warren, Assistant Manager. 
Royal Bank, Terrace, 635.7117. 
(c8.4) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway 
House trailer. Nice kitchen 
Ilvlngroom area, laundry 
hookups ervice. 75' fenced lot. 
Furnlsheclwith appliances. For 
more Information phone 635. 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c.4,9,14,19,31 
68. Legal 
UGOOiI'INSPq[-CTOR (M-F) 
Uquor Control & Uconslng 
TERRACE 
$1,369- $h535 
For Provincial Ministry of 
Consumer & Corporate Affairs, 
to make Inspections of licensed 
establishments proposed 
licensed establishments within 
established guidelines; to In- 
terview appllconts for II¢en. 
cos, make Investigations as 
necessary, and maintain Jlalson 
with police forces; to report on 
significant rends In area and 
advise Ministerial Officials an 
sensitive conditions. Good 
knowledge of pertinent 
ACt and Regulations, and of 
related ProvlncluI -Federal  
statutes; extensive experience 
In deetlng with general public 
and In related, police related 
duties. Extensive travel, using 
own car on mileage. 
$49.50 . mo. Isolation 
Allowance is paid. 
Canadian citizens are given 
preference. 
Public Service Commission, 
1488 Fourth Ave., Prince 
George V2L  4Y2 OR, the 
Government Agent, 4506 
Laketee Ave., Terrace VaG 1PS 
and return to PRINCE 
GEORGE by November 9, 1977. 
COMPETITION NO. 77:2211 
i ' ;  
Notice of Application 
:for Changeof Name 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
an application will be made to 
the Director of Vital Statistics 
for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provlstons of the "Change 
of Name Act," by me: 
Elizabeth Ann Betty Ann 
Koblerskl of 2509 Brauns Island 
in Terrace, in the Province of 
British Columbia, as follows: 
To change my name from 
Elizabeth Ann Betty Ann 
Koblerskl to Elizabeth Ann 
Betty Ann Story. 
Dated this 25 day of October, 
: A.D. 1977. 
I I I I I  I I I  I I I  I I  
NOTICE 
This is your notice that the 
undersigned carriers have 
made application to Increase 
per shipment charges, class 
rates and certain rules and 
commodity rates, applicable 
between points served by the 
named carriers. 
Sublect to consent of the 
Motor Carrier Commission, the 
proposed changes will become 
effective- January 1st, 197S. 
Copies of the proposed 
changes may be examined at 
the offices of the undersigned. 
Any representation respec- 
ting proposed changes may be 
made to the Suporlntendent, 
Motor Carrier Branch, 4240 
Manor Street, Burnaby, B.C. 
VSG 3XSupto- November 30th, 
1977. 
PACIFIC TARIFF SERVICE 
LIMITED 
TARIFF AGENT FOR: 
LINDSAY'S CARTAGE & 
STORAGE (1973) LTD. 
SOO-SECU RITY MOTOR- 
WAYS LTD. 
 BrLSOITL 
for cattle 
QUESNEL, B.C. (CP)-- 
The Ministry of Forests has 
given the owners of 50 
Hereford cattle, locked up in 
this central  British 
Columbia town, until 
Tuesday to pay a roundup 
fee of $6,000, Carl Rohn, 
forest service chief ranger, 
said Sunday. 
Rohn said the cattle, esti- 
mated to be worth $12,000, 
will be put up for auction 
Saturday if the payment i~.,, 
not made. 
The animals were 
rounded up by provincial 
forest service officials in 
early October when it was 
discovered that the Nazko- 
Kluskus Indian band, which 
owns most of the cattle, did 
not have a permit for Crown 
land grazing. 
Lloyd Bennett, a rancher 
in the Nazko valley, had 
owned all the cattle, but 
recently sold most of the 
animals to the Indian band 
after battling with the forest 
service for two years over 
grazing rights. 
Rohn said, however, that  
band member Alex Taul 
owns most of the cattle and 
is "just using the band as 
leverage." 
i 
JOURNEYMAN 
LINEMAN 
Salary: $9..59 per hour (subject to A.I.B. approval - 
interim rate of $9.40 per hour), plus attrac. 
tire fringe benefits including Northern AI. 
lowance. 
An exciting opportunity exists in our Yellowknife 
system for an experienced lineman. 
Located in Yellowknife, this position is responsible 
for line repairs and maintenance of our Yel- 
lowknife/Snare system as well as general mainte- 
nance of the Snare system and Jackfish plants. 
If you have line experience and possess a journeyman 
lineman certificate send your resume qt~oting com- 
petition #3039o44(a)o77'/78 to: 
Personnel Department 
Northern Canada " I 
• Power Commission I 
P.O. Box 5700, Station "L" I 
• Edmonton, Alberta I 
L.Z2........J 
"LOOK, 
AS low as $200.00 you can buy a 1¥ wids 
mobile home - furnishnd - set up and delivered. 
HURRY!  
.Phone Mr. George - collect 434-9175 
i 
I~  0.ealB. ¢ ) , i .U ,~O,0 ,g~'  0 9~'0 ' i ' (P i~) 'q i~)  '~B'C - -  
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRLS 
to do carrier routes in 
THORNHILL 
Good expedenee and earnings 
to the riiht persons. 
PHONE:- DAWN 
636-6367 
" Be It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 336  
• THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
FOR PRIV&TE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTQVEST 
• h fore  you.buyrinvesflgite he advantages M.tNI  rent~.fo- 
~vn pain; All monies paid apply to pul~¢hoie. W hltl t leup 
your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last months rent ant 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based  on 36 month  lease 
78 F 250 pickup 
$148.08 per month 
lease end price 
S2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro *HT 
$139.08 per month 
lease end price 
S2,025.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or sim~l~ return 
78 Econoline Van 
S136.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,975.00 
er simply return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
S124.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,825.00 
or simply return 
78 F]50 4 x 4 
S155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
or simply return 
78 C 100 Chev pu 
$129.00 per month 
*lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Dodge Van 
S129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Olds Cutlass 
$139..00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER |NFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
987-71 ! I 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0N79A 
I 
FOR RENT 
OOMMEROIAL 
STORAGE SPACE 
Do you require extra 
storage spade space? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Heated premises 
"K Regularly patrolled 
"K Oentrally located 
Reasonable rates 
OALL 636-6367 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
MONBAT TO ,FRIDAY 
ask for BiLL 
) 
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• .The game between the Terrace Reds and Kitimat 
Winterhawks went pretty well for the home team until 
Skeena MP Inns Campagnolo dropped the puck, said 
owner-manager Red L'Estrange. The Wlnterbawks 
went on to win the game 6-4 before 730 fans including 
100 kids who were given haHoweea masks by the club. 
Recreat ion  conference  
A ~llEAT 
gEAL! 
~l J l~  
g.pp//,, 
BASEMENY 
FALL  F IX .U  P 
SPECIAL  
PREF IN ISHED PANEL  • 4 'x8 '  
Utility Tr0pioana . . . . . . . . . . . .  4." 
hnadiana Walnut . . . . . . . . . . .  5." 
Oanadiana Cedar_ . . . . . . . . . .  6." 
Brazilian Rosewood . . . . . . .  , __  7." 
Baroelona Bark . . . . . . . . . . . .  8." 
Maritime Pine . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8." 
,! 
i: 
Planning important, 
to recreation delegates 
"I'm not the minister of receationand the Rd Cross o rgan izat ions ,  to ld  provincial ~overnmenl 
recreation," Inoa Cam. Water Safety Program. delegates how to use the grants of a regmnal nature, 
pagnolo, minister of state But much of he time was BCRA for planning advice, establishing an effective 9S 
for fitness and amateur devoted to planning. On question faced communications network 0zile (on foam) Reduced to 6.sq•yd. 
sport, told delegates of the Murray Matheson, the delegates Saturday was and model progrnm to assist 
Northern Recreat ion  divisional chief of outdoor whether to form a Nor- incommmuty development. 
Conference at their banquet recreation, leisure brsanch them Recreation ThiscommittewiH:decide FLUORESCENT/ STRAPPING / BASEBOARD / CEIL )  NO 
Friday night, and field operations for the Aasoeation• The franwork ff a new NRA can deal ef- LIGHT / / HEATER / TIL g 
"To me recreation is a provincial ministry of for such an organization fectively with 'these M~IM/ -q I~ IT I~]~.  ~ Random Lengths ~ ]~,l.l~.d~qP-R--id~. / 12"xl2" Pl. ~ kite 
• , . . . .  , recreation and " con- exists in the defunct Nor- problems and other which -, ...cnL=s.~asJ..~ / / . . . . . . . . .  J 44 sq• ft. ¢, .• 
means to an enu-lt s as way servation, told the delegates thwest Perks and may arise. 
to fiiness" she zaid "But ,h v ,..,+, mvwKr -  ~Jt]l  / no 1, / 13 • . ' _ey ha . .  kn . . . . . .  e e Recreation Assocation, About 50 people attened 48"- " 88 '  ' • ' 88  9 i 
what Is recreation? In my they're ~,oing and how which died because of the conference, coming v~ith.cover LL . ,  IUU Lm. ft, 2S0 Watt  I l l s  ,., l p 
m'mis~'y, it:.s 10-pin. bowiln.g they're g~ing to get the.r~., internal bickering and lack from as far as away as 
out not reading, mmetenms re e,overmnen, will of new members. Casstar• , * . .  , 4818 Hw, 16W,  , 63,6-636! : ,  
m f0  m " ' L Y " , ..+ 1., " : , .... " . . . . . . . . . .  " i but not potting. These are ~ive them any money.' A eommitte was struck therewas active discussion. 
all legitimate recreation , ~Davld~Grai~m, aregional and met  after the con- Many delegat were. ~aily 
alfliviti~:bul;m~Y~fl,t~,~': ' field "~ officer::, W-~th the  fernece ended Sunday to  vlessed- w i th - the  con- 
ohlyletemelookatpn~icm ministry, of recreation adn look at the areas of tram- ~eresce, having learned a 
recreation• conservation, led a seminar sportaion, aeces to lot. , " 
The conference delegates on program planning-the 
themsleves addressed all logistics of put'rig forth a fv  A . .  .IV,t 4 s 
aspects in'the course of recreation program. 1,..~t~IU),,)l IJUb
•  ,e,,ud on  BC.RA out about community Recreation Association, a schools, a concept of lobby organization for 
bringing the neighbourhood provincial government 
into school popular down Which alsoacts as a liason executwe 
south, trends in between leisure ~d~k . 
I%. 
Dm$IGN PRODUCTS CARP I  T$  
Tampa Bay & 6asnile rq. 14.n NOW 11.;~ ,='• 
gaster.Pr:nt .$er:es ,oo foam) re,. 8." Now 61 ,+ ,=. 
Wes.tm:lls "H:II 'N' Dale" re,' 13." ,ow 1( .;=+ ,=. 
Des,gns Produots "Stampede" r.,. tl." ,o** ~.;=q. ,d. 
Canucks lose 
home game 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Sedlbauer tied the score 
Linemates Will Paiement on ann~er power play at 
and Paul Gardner scored + 12:50 with a rising sliot from 
two goals each as the op ~ feet out after a clever 
portun is t ic  Colorado feed from Mike Walton. 
Rockies made the most of 
their scoring chances to The Canueks took a 2-I 
defeat Vancouver Canucks 
6-2 Saturday night in a 
National Hockey League 
game before 12,000 fans. 
The Rockies trailed 2-1 
until Paiement's first goal 
early in the second period. 
Gardner and Hen Delorme 
scored on deflections later 
in the period and Colorado 
pulled away from the 
Canucks. 
lead in the opening minute 
of the second period when 
Gillis tapped a rebound past 
the fallen Plasse. 
Less than a minute later, 
Paiement tied the game 
again after Gardner blocked 
a point shot by Vancouver 
defencernan Jack 
McIlhargey, resulting in a 
three-on-one Colorado 
break. 
Gardner got the go-ahead 
goal at 13:09 on a deflection Gary Croteau scored the other Colorado ~oal as the 
Rockies moved mto a first- on a power play and 12 
seconds later Delorrne ~ce  tie with Chicago Black 
wks in the Smythe scored on another deflection 
Divi+ion, one point ahead of to give the Rockies a two- 
Vancouver. goal lead. . 
Bill Casey, superin- 
tendant of Terrace Parks 
and Recreation, was ap- 
pointed to the provincial 
executive committe of the 
British Colummbia 
Recreation Association 
Friday. 
BCRA presisent Jack 
BouUlier made the an- 
nouncement at board 
mectingheld in Terrace. It 
is the first time. in over five 
years, except at provincial 
conferences, that the board 
has met outside of Van- 
couver •
Casoy's responsibilites in
addition to regular board 
activities is with the 
education portfolio. Other 
board members have 
communications, presoanal 
and finance portfoloios. 
There are eight members of 
the board• . 
The HeRA is concerned 
.with the stimulation ad- 
vancesment and develop- 
ment of all aspects of 
leisture time throughout the 
province and acts as a liason 
between leisure 
organizations and various 
levels of government. 
p~ We have the selection• " ~  
A million dollar stock of all 
makes and models, built Ford 
w tough. Andthey're all specially 
priced for this event• No down payment. 
Bank financing (on approved credit). 
Call collect for a free credit check. 
Pick-ups 4x4's Vans Supercabs Camper  Specials 
Also available a large number of used trucks, campers and motor homes. 
Giant savings at a fraction of the replacement costs• 
Jere Gillis •scored for the 
Canucks, who outshot he  ook+ .,0 oo, o+ COME DOWN ON US scored on three of its five 
power play oppertu~ttes, ~ __ however, to teke the edge off V .638-1639 T On purchase, we pay your way. Save your gas or bus, train 
the Vancouver skating or plane receipts and we pick up the round-trip tab 
game Check our stock of used trucks and vans. 
Michel Plasse playecl a Do you need to succeed 
made Curt go lStady game in the C°l°rad° ~ 11~6 ' C A N U C K S  TheRidY and 14te s save•Si~pped DOMINATE0tr wer31Canucks tied shots.l.1 I_ If you do, don', be In 1he world of business? blue "1~ __~,.~,~nn r,., is = for special conside 872 ~162 
after the first period and • we are here to help you V 
A No job too big or too small I 
Colorado went ahead 4-2 I So w@n'tyou please giveus~ . . . .  Ooaler with three goals in the 
second period. ,m3o2A 
i '  For all your lyping require Vancouver dominated the 
wide-open first period but T We have our own m 
had trouble beating Plasse • equipment 
On its many opportunities. ! 
Croteau opened the 
.,o t 
60. Tenders 
Tenders ore Invited for 
alterations to the premises at 
Kenny St. (New basement) 
list of alterations and viewing of 
the premises may be obtained 
by calling 635-2547 after 6 p.m. 
(p20,2,4) 
Highways 
Notice to Contractore 
South Peace River 
Electoral District 
Prelect No. C.3273 
to Supply of a loader and trucks 
load, haul and dump 80,000 tons, 
more or less, of pit run granular 
aggregate from the East Pine 
Pit (No. 4387), east to shoulder 
widening along the Hart High. 
way No.W, • haul distance 
ranging from Mile 7 to Mile 13. 
Tender Opening Date: Friday, 
November 4, 1977. 
SEALED TENDERS, on the 
forms and In the envelopes 
provided, accempanled by a bid 
bend or certified cheque as 
defined In the Instructions to 
bidders, will be received by the 
Ministry of Highways and 
Public Works In Room 317, 
Provincial Building, 1201. 103rd 
Avenue, Dawson Creek, B.C. up 
to 2:00 p.m. Friday, November 
4, 1977, at which time tenders 
wlU be opened In public. The 
lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted. 
Tencler forms with envelopes, 
specifications, and condltlens of 
tender can be obtained from the 
Ministry of Highways end 
Public Works at any of the 
following laotians: 3876 
Norland Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. 
(telephone 294-4711), No.320, 
1488 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C. telephone 562.8131 
Local 244), No.317, 1201 . 103rd 
Avenue, Dawson Creek, B.C. 
(telephone 782-5931 Local 251), 
or suite 200, 4664 Lnzelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
(telephone 638-1422).. 
The Ministry "General 
Specifications for Highway 
Construction" to which the 
construction of this contract 
shall conform, are also 
avallable for the sum of 10.00 
drls. 
• Cheques or money orders shall 
he made payable to the Minister 
of Finance. No such purchases 
are refundable. 
Ministry office hours are from 
8:30 am to 12:00 noon and 12:30 
to 4:00pm, Monday to Friday, 
except holidays. 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Highways 
and Public Works 
R.G. Harvey 
Deputy Minister 
October, 1977 
(c4-20) 
Strong &fence and lady luck S 
• S Lion, s lose to ask,. I 
REGINA (CP) - -  A strong and D 
dsfenee and lady luck gave 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
a 38-28 victory over British 
Columbia Lions Sunday in a 
Canadian Football League 
game before 22,173 fans. 
Saskatchewan needed the 
missing his first game since 
1966 due to a knee injury. 
Dennis injured his leg in the 
second quarter and did not 
return for the Roughriders. 
Williams s~arked the 
Roughriders wzth his punt- 
return touchdown with one 
second left in the first 
quarter. He took Passagila's 
punt at the Saskatchewan 
33, eluded the first wave of 
tacklers and broke into the 
clear. 
Passag!ia had the last 
shot at him but slipped on 
the wet turf. 
Waiters' first touchdown 
came on a fingertip catch in 
the end zone after Vann 
returned his first in- 
terception of the game 40 
yards. 
Following Passaglia's 
third field goal, Waiters 
struck again. He took a punt 
at the B.C. and scooted 
toward the sidelines. He 
scored without being 
touched. The convert was 
the last play of the third 
quarter. 
Steve Moinar gained 63 
yards in 15 carries to lead 
Saskatchewan rushers. 
Steve Mazurak was the top 
receiver with 115 yards in 
victory to have any hope of 
wiming a plsyoff bedh in 
the Western Conference.' 
The Roughriders 
restricted B.C. to only two 
field goals before the fourth 
quarter but the conference- 
leaders then came alive. 
They threatened until Ken 
McEachern picked up a 
fumble in the end zone for 
the last Saskatchewan 
touchdown. 
A later interception by 
linebacker Cleveland Vann 
all but ended B.C.'s victory 
hopes. 
Saskatchewan got two 
touchdowns on punt returns, 
as Paul Williams ran 77 
yards and Joey Waiters ran 
50 yards for scores. Waiters 
also scored on a 35,yard 
pass from quarterback Eric 
Guthrie. 
Bob Macoritti converted 
all four and added field 
eals of 29, 24 and 36 yards. 
e also had a 47-yard single 
in the first quarter. 
A spectacular 108-yard 
punt return by Le $ Bright 
provided one of Britmh 
Columbia's touchdowns, 
sparking the brief rally. 
Quarterback Gary Keithley 
threw 16 yards to Jim Young 
and 1.5 yards to AI Charuk 
for other touchdowns. 
Following Young's touch- 
down, pass interference was 
called on Keithley's con- 
version pass to Bright, 
making the two-point play 
good. Keithley's attempted 
two-point conversion failed 
after Charuk tallied on the 
seeondlast play of the game. 
Lui Passaglia converted 
one touchdown and kicked a 
65-yard single and field 
goals of 24 and 37 yards. 
The loss left first-place 
B.C. with 20 points and set 
up a showdown with Win- 
nipeg Blue Bombers next 
weekend ~in Vancouver for 
first place. 
The Lion~ got fancy late on 
their own 12 late in the 
fourth quarter as Keithley 
flipped to Strickland. As 
Strickland returned the toss, 
a defender deflected it into 
Ottawa Roughriders take 
second place playoff spot 
01~AWA (CP) -- Ottawa 
Rough Riders defeated 
Toronto Argonauts 14-4 
Sunday to take sole 
m~)ssession f second place 
the Eastern Football 
Conference and win the 
home advantage for the 
EFC semi-final. 
Itwas a kickers' duel until 
TomClements came off the 
bench to throw a 22-yard 
pass to wide receiver Jeff 
very early in the fourth 
quarter to guarantee Ot- 
tswa's victory. 
The defensive squads 
dominated much of the 
game giving thenear 
capacity crowd of 31,-365 
little to cheer about. 
The win gives the Riders 
14 points while Toronto is in 
third spot with 12. Both 
teams have a game 
remaining but even if Ot- 
tswa loses next week and 
Toronto wins, Ottawa gets 
the semi-final game because 
it has won tw of three en- 
counters with the Argos this 
season. 
Gerry Organ kicked field 
goals of 24 yards and 34 
yards and a single of 15 
yards on a missed field goal 
attempt and converted 
Avery's touchdown. 
Zenon AndrusMyn kicked 
29-yard field goal arid a 38- 
yard single on a missed 
field-goal attempt to ac- 
count for all of Toronto's 
scoring. 
THROWS WRINKLE 
Ottawa coach George 
Brancato threw a wrinkle at 
the Argos by starting 
backup quarterback Con- 
dredge Holloway. He was 
replaced by Clements at the 
start of the second quarter 
but Hoiloway, who had little 
success in moving the 
Riders, came back in for 
most of the third quarter. 
All three quarterbacks 
found it difficult to mount 
consistent drives against the 
defensive teams. Mike 
Neims, in his second game 
in the Riders defensive 
secondary, picked off two 
Chuck Ealey passes, one 
leading to an Organ field 
goal. 
Avery slid out of two 
Toronto defenders afte~ 
taking the Clements pass 
and fell in to the end zone 
with the touchdown. It was 
his first game since being 
injured in midseeson. 
The wm may prove costly 
to the Riders' injury-dddled 
defence. Kenny Moore, in 
his second game at middle 
llnebacker, had to be helped 
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the end zone four receptions while 
McEachern converted. Waiters caught hree for 72 
Keithley replaced starting yards. F. 
quarterback Jerry Tagge in Stricklandgained 46 yards 
the second.quarter.' Tagge in 12 carries to pace B.C. on "~ 
had led the club to only one the ground. Bright caught Lb  
first down before leaving, six passes and Charak five 
The pair combined for 25 for 89 and 62 yards, ;R"  
completions in S2 attempts, respectively. ~~ 
Keithleyset uph/s touch. I~ZCAM'r.r, HAKE TH~FEeLING, .~  ~HOW'~'/OUTAI<'E ~]  ~i'~P.~,CIJ~/~? THAT ~[  ~UX~, V '~ W,~Lr-C.4PACA~ 
J THATAUN'I'44Ay 16 ILL-- THAt" ~t,,~l[] J THEgE SHOTS OF: ME~ JC~TUM~O CREEl> " 1 JRE! HE ~ [ .~ CAN ~L~I" ON 
down pass to Young with a ( 'N  ~OH~ #~'~-~ E! ~.c '3~/~J   PARge~Z ? T DliTN'T J I PROe~SLV ~r  THE WHOLE J ~OSASLY I I TV! HERE~ 
33-yard burst up the middle. ~ 9  [~:~,  ~ mN/C,  / ~ WHAT'S YOUR 
After Bright's brilliant ccer  = ol, 
l(Ri-yard run tc paydirt, final 
kickoff and running back 
Bobby Thompson, playing n e ~  "end his first game with the 
Roughriders after a six-year ~a~.~ ~ ~ ~ i [ ~ i ~  ~ 
absence, conceded the point, ii 
GUTHRIE SHINES By REUTER 
Long before the B.C. rally, Austria and Sweden ~ ~ ~ , ~  , , ,  
substitute quarterback Enc booked passages to the ! l~  : - .~h~'~~ ~ 
World Cup soccer finals in ., 
Guthrie and an inspired Argentina Sunday, leaving 
supporting cast overcame only six of the 16 places till 
the absence of veteran in contention. 
quarterback Ron Lancaster, Poland, third place A / II Lrr :e r II t ) I 
clinchedfinisherstheirtheticketlastfortime'the ~ J ~ I~,~Y~]"~.  ~', J //YC~I~ LI¢I~ ~ Jl ~- - ' " '  : " '  ~ ,1 
Thompson replaced the 1978 finals with a 1-1 home r l l  / ~ ' ~  ] ~ - ' ~  ~ ~ - " - ' - ' - ' - -1~ '~ | 
injured M°IIy McGee" drawSaturday.withThough P°rtugal F /  i ~ { - -  ~__~ ( ~ [ ~  I I  
Defensive back Steve Kazimierz Deyna's goal was 
cancened°utlater' he paint S ~ ~ ( ( ~  
lifted the Poles beyond 
reach in European Group ~ 
Guthrie finished with 12 of One qualifying play. , . t0[~l 
23 passes for 232 yards. He In Group Three, East Ger- 
directed a ground attack many, the 1976 Monireal 
that gained only 91 yards. Olympics champions, beat 
Malta 90, reviving briefs 
hopes that were dashed 24 
hours later when Austria 
off the field in tl~e second 
quarter with a painful injury 
to his troublesome left knee. 
Tim Berryman, who 
moved in to the middle from 
his outside linebacker spot, 
limped out of the game in 
the third quarter. Defensive 
hack Larry Burne moved to 
linebacker. 
tripped Turke~ I .  in Izmur.. CHOOSE THE A goal by nudfield genera/ 
Prebaska 18 minutes from 
time takes the Austrians to 
their first World Cup ap- 
CANADA SAVINGS 
Referees 
upgrade 
skills 
Terrace referees got a 
chance to upgrade their 
skills this weekend. Bob 
Balckburn of the rules 
committe of the B.C. 
Amateur Hockey 
Association ran a day-long 
clinic Saturday for level 2,3 
and 4 referees 
The clinic covered the 
basics of refereeing-- 
positining and training. 
Four films and a slide 
presentation were shown on 
positioning of players , 
linesman and referees. 
At the end of the day, 
examination were given 
concentrating on the rule 
book. A referee must obtain 
at least 80 percent o keep 
his certification. 
pearance in 20 years. 
In Berne, too, a single goal 
settled the finals place, but 
the beneficiary of Swit- 
zerland's 1-0 win over 
Norway was Sweden. Only a 
barrage of Norwegian goals 
could have prevented the 
Swedes from topping Group 
6. 
Claudio Sulser's first half 
header gave the Swiss their 
only points in qualifying 
play. 
In the Asian qualifying 
series Sunday, Australia 
bounced Hong Kong 5-2 to 
take at least a temporary 
lead among the five can- 
testants. But Iran and Ku- 
wait, each with two matches 
in hand, look likelier 
finalists. Kuwait, thoug~ 
three points behind 
Australia and Iran, have 
completed their four away 
matches. 
Peter Ollerton hit a first- 
half hat trick to assure 
Australia victory over their 
hosts, losers of all five 
qualifying matches to date. 
Hungary, wire)era of Eu- 
ropean uroup ~ine, mane a 
flying start to their playoff 
with Bolivia for the finals by 
winning the home leg 6-0 at 
Budapest Saturday. Five 
first-half goals effectively 
settled the match. 
The weekend qualifiers 
join titleholders West 
Germany, host Argentina, 
Brazil, Peru, Mexico, 
Scotland and Holland in the 
finals for which the draw 
will be made in Buenos 
Aires on Jan. 14. 
Cars too small 
for funerals 
TOKYO (AP) -- Japan 
may be known ~or its 
com~ct ~ars, but there is 
one field here where big 
American vehicles 
dominate, This is the 
reikyusha, or soul forever 
car used as a hearse and 
complete with a built-in, 
Buddhist-style temple to  
hold the coffin. 
"Engine output, size and 
dignity make us use the full- 
size American cars," said 
Kiy.oshi Yoshikura, director 
in charge of vehicles mr one 
company in Tokyo, in an 
interview. 
"Japanese cars are too 
small to carry coffins as 
long as seven feet," he said, 
"and the temple itself 
weighs at least 1,-100 
pounds. American cars with 
their bigger space are much 
easier to operate."' 
Yoshikura's company 
owns 12 American funeral 
coaches. Mechanics cut 
away the rear section of 
body to install the heavy, 
decorated temple structure. 
Each temple is made of 
select Japanese cyprus 
wood, its wails and ceilings 
covered with silken cloth. 
"The floor is of tatami, the 
traditional Japanese straw 
matting. Each costs $27,-000 
tO $34,000. 
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If you're saving for a 'tome... aspecial If yt~u want your mvestment toprovide,a 
vacation.., a car.., a retirement fund.., your regular annual income.., cash to help with 
children's education.., ora nest egg for the Christmas shopping or pay for school fees.., or 
future.., you'll ike the new Compoun~ extra money for that special (x:casion... you'll 
Interest Bond which re-invests your interest prefer the new Regular Interest ~md. You will 
automatically, earning interest on your interest, receive annual interest paynaents automatically 
You can buy this bond for cash or on the each November 1 by cheque or, if you choose, 
convenient Monthly Savings Plan. Invest by direct detx~sit into your chequing or savings 
today and watch your savings gma,. account. 
A SECURE INVESTMENT 
Both new bonds retain 
he great features that have 
lelped,,to make Canada 
Savings Bonds the 
favourite investment for 
millions of Canadians over 
the past 31 years. They're a
safe, secure investment and 
they're instant cash 
anytime. 
A GOOD RETURN 
New Canada Savings 
Bonds are dated November 
1, 1977 and yield an 
average annual interest of 
8.06% when held to 
maturity in 1986. Each 
:aew bond begins with 7% 
interest the first year and 
earns 8.25% interest for 
each of the remaining 8 
years. 
THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
AS yC)tl can  see, new 
Canada Savifigs Bonds 
offer you a great choice- 
the Cornpound Interest 
Bond and the Regular 
Interest Bond. Both new 
bonds are now on sale 
wherever you bank or 
invest. They have been 
specifically designed to 
meet your savings goals. 
Choose t: ae one that's right" 
for you. 
A GREAT CHOIClE 
COMPOUND INTEREST OR REGULAR INTEREST 
The reikyu-sha leads the 
funeral procession to the 
site of the services, to the 
crematory, the cemetery 
and then hack to the home of 
the deceased. Each of 
Yoshikura's 12 American 
cars is used an average of 47 
times a month. The ~p 
usually covers about 10 
miles and costs 18,000 yen-- 
about $68. 
It is "a very modest fare, 
set by government 
regulations," Yoshikura' 
SOld. 
Driving the soul forever 
car is a difficult task in 
Japanese traffic and on 
narrow Japanese streets. 
"You have to be very 
careful not to make a sharp 
turn, which happens 
frequentll in Tokyo," 
Yoshikara the son ot  an 
undertake said. "The car 
is topheavy and may capsize 
if banked more than 49 
degrees." 
The first motorized 
reikyu-sha in Japan ap- 
peared in 1923 when a Tokyo 
undertaker converted a 
Model-T Ford into a funeral 
vehicle complete with 
Buddhist emple, Yoshikura 
said. Before that the temple 
cart was pulled b v animals, 
usually cows. And before 
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